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Review Summary
91 pts “Inky ruby. Rich aromas of cherry compote, black fruits, licorice, rose, espresso and tobacco.
Impressively sweet, velvety and concentrated, conveying a very ripe impression to its bitter cherry and
cassis flavors. For all its density, though, this blend manages to retain vibrancy. Finishes with very good
tangy cut and sweet persistence.”
Josh Raynolds
Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
July/August 2009

90 pts

“A glass-coating opaque purple color, it displays aromas of spice box, violets, pencil lead, and
black currant. Medium to full-bodied and structured on the palate, this concentrated effort will evolve for
2-3 years and drink well from 2011 to 2019.”
Jay Miller
Robert Parker’s The Wine Advocate
December 2009, Issue #186

89 pts “Big black currant fruit on the nose is framed with pencil lead and a touch of truffle topped with
a touch of perfumed French oak. Smooth and bright on entry, this starts off on the lighter weight side
with some dusty tannins and soft plummy fruit that gains focus and black currant and strawberry notes
on the mid-palate before turning into a pleasant sour cherry and lightly toasted oak bomb on the finish.
The slightly elevated acidity keeps this fresh and lively and makes it seem less imposing than it may be,
and easy to drink. Maybe a bit simple but so succulent and mouthwatering, this would be great with a
fatty rack of lamb.”
Gregory Dal Piaz
Snooth.com
January 2013

87 pts

“Crisp tannins and lively, light blackberry and herb flavors make this a welcome dinner
companion, but this could pack more flavor into the mix.”
Harvey Steiman
Wine Spectator Online
2010

CRITICS GOLD

The Critics Challenge International Wine Competition 2012

“One way to end up with bold flavors is drought: This Cabernet-based red’s concentration shows the
effects of a dry year.”
Food & Wine
Wine Guide
2013

